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We prove Girsanov-type theorems for Hilbert space-valued stochastic differential equations 
and apply them to a parameter estimation problem for linear infinite dimensional stochastic 
differential equations. In particular we construct the asymptotic statistical theory of the estimator, 
proving strong consistency and asymptotic normality. 
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1. Introduction 
hi recent years there has been great interest in the statistical estimation of 
parameters occurring in finite dimensional stochastic differential equations (SDE), 
sec e.g. [ 1, pp. 202], [2, pp. 210] and literature cited there. The estimator isderived 
by a maximum-likelihood-method using Girsanov's formula which in particular 
gives an explicit expression of the density (with respect o Wiener measure) of the 
measure in C([0, T], R") induced by the solution of an n-dimensional SDE (for 
details see [3, Theorem 3.4, p. 169]). C([0, T], I~") denotes the Banach space of 
continuous functions f :[0,  T] ~ R" equipped with the sup-norm. 
In this paper we extend the estir~ation problem to an infinite dimensional situation. 
i.e. we study the following equation: 
dz( t )=OAz( t )d t+d,~( t ) ,  z((I) = z,,, t c [0, o0), 
where A is the infinitesimal genelator ~)f a strongly continuous emigroup acting 
on a real separable Hilbert space 1-1, (w(t)),~io.~,  is a H-valued Wiener process and 
e is an unknown real-valued parameter which is to be estimated. We use the theory 
of infinite dimensional SDE's as (e.g.) developed in [4]. A similar estimation problem 
has been studied by Bagchi [5] who considered a Kalman filiter system, i.e. a system 
where no direct observations can be made. But in his case only the system equation 
is infinite dimensional whereas the observation equation is finite dimensional. 
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For the derivation of our maximum-likelihood-estimator we need a Hilbert 
space-valued version of Girsanov's theorem. Such a result had been already estab- 
lished by Ouvrard [6, 7]; he uses Ito's lemma in infinite dimensions and abstract 
Hiibert .,.pace martingale theory. Our approach is more direct using projections to 
reduce the problem to finite dimensions. This method is an adaptation to our setting 
of that used by Bell [8] who studied this problem in abstract Wiener space in the 
sense of Gross [9]. Already in 1967 Daletskii gave a treatment of infinite dimensional 
SDE's and a theorem about absolute continuity of measures corresponding to 
solutions of such SDE's in a different formal framework (see [10, Th. 2.5]). An 
abstract heorem of Girsanov type for H-valued processes can also be found in the 
book of Metivier and Pellaumail [11, p. 56]. Another esult in the infinite dimensional 
case has been obtained by Hitsuda and 1t. Watanabe [12, Section 4]. 
Let us now shortly describe the structure of this paper. In Section 2 we give our 
extension of Girsanov-type theorems to the situation where the state space is a 
Hilbert space. First, we study the transformation of a Wiener process when changing 
the underlying probability law (Theorem 1). Then we apply this theorem to get a 
result about absolute continuity of measures corresponding to solutions of SDE's 
with different drift terms (Theorem 2). In Section 3 we study the problem of 
parameter estimation in a linear H-valued SDE and derive asymptotic statistical 
properties of the estimator: strict consistency (Theorem 3) and asymptotic normality 
(Theorem 4). 
2. Girsanov-theorems in Hilbert space 
Let (1-1, (- , .))  denote a real separable Hilbert space with norm ]]. j[ and (w(t)) ,, io,rl 
a H-valued Wiener process; i.e. (w(t)) ,~m.r]  is a stochastic process defined on a 
probability space (.O, M, P) with independent and stationary increments uch that 
the associated covariance operator W is nuclear and w(t )  has zero mean for all 
tc [0, T]. For a precise definition see [4, Definition 5.22. p. 134]. 
Let also w(0)=0 and assume that all eigenvalues &, i~N,  of W are strictly 
positive. This is no real restriction because in the "zero-components' nothing 'hap- 
pens'. Accordir.g to [4, Lemma 5 93] one can write w(t)  =V '7' • - ,.,,=l ~i(t)ei  P-a.s., where 
{e,: i c N} is a complete orthonormal basis for H consisting of eigenvectors (w.r.t. 
,'t,) of W. The (/3,(t)),. I..rl--- ((w(t), e, )} , io . r  tare mutually independent real Wiener 
processes, i E [R. with incremental covariances a,. 
Denote by .T, = o-( w( s): s <~ t), 0 <- t <~ T, the filtration in (~2, M) which is generated 
by (w(t)),,t,,.r I itself. Consider now a (jointly measurable) ff,-adapted stochastic 
process ¢ : [0, T] x/2 --,/4. First, we want to construct a new probability measure/~ 
which is equivalent to P s.t. the density is given by a Girsanov type functional of 
(¢(t)),. ~,,.~l- In the sequel we need the following condition: 
There exist constants C, t )> 0 s.t. for all t c [0. T] 
EIexp( 1911,p{ t~ I]e}) <~ C < ~.  (2.1) 
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For 0 ~< tt ~< t2 ~< T define the random variables 
Y,,(tl, t2)--- ~ (q~(s)ei)dfli(s),Z,,(t,,t2) = ~ (~o(s),e,)'ds, 
X. ( t ,  t2) = Y,,(t,. t2) -1  , ~Zn( t l ,  t2), X n = X,(O, T), n ~ N. 
2 Notice that Y,,(fi, tz) is well-defined because (¢(s),  e,)cM~/v~,~t~,[t~, t2] where 
"* t we use the notation of [3, p. 56], i.e. Mh/~Z~t3,[ 1, t2] is the space of all nonanticipative 
(w.r.t. tr(/3i(s): s e [t,, t2]) processes f ( t )  s.t. E(JI~ f(s) z ds) < c~. We have namely 
E (q~(s),ei)2ds ~E (¢(s),ei)2ds <~ .T<oo 
in view of (2.1). Moreover, Z, (h ,  t2) converges monotonically increasing (1',) to 
Z(t,, tz):--I',, II (s)ll=ds and E(Z(t l ,  tz))<~E(Z(O, T ) )~(C/D) .  T<cc .  Let O,, 
denote the orthogonai projection of H into R" =span{e~,___:..., e, }, the linear 
space generated by e~ . . . . .  e,,; A,, = diag[(l/v"A2) . . . . .  (1/x/A,,)] shall denote the 
diagonal matrix consisting of elements 1/( ,L ,  i=  1 . . . . .  n, A,,:IW'--,IW', and 
by w,___, (t) we mean__ the standard n-dimensional Wiener process 
( (1/( ,~)/3,( t )  . . . . .  (1/~/A,,)fl,,(t)); one can write w,,(t)= A,,O,w(t). 
Before stating the main theorems of this section we prove the following 
Lemma 1. From the sequence (X , ) , ,~ one can extract a subsequence ( X,,),,~ ~ such 
that exp X,, converges to expX in LI(-Q, .~q, P) as n-->oo, where X= Y-~Z(0 ,  T) 
and Y:=L2-1im..~. Y,(O, T). Moreover, for the probability measures d/5,, = 
exp X, dP, d/~ = exp X dP we have 
lim sup IP,,,(A)- P(A)I = 0, 
and if',,, if'. P, n ¢ ~, are all equivalent. 
Proof. We split up the proof in several steps. Let 0 <~ tl ~< t2 ~ T. [3, Theorem 1.7, 
p. 152], immediately gives 
• Step 1: E(exp X,,(tl, t2)) = 1 for all n e ~. 
Step 2: expX,,(tl, t2) "+~;expX(t~,t2) in probability, where X(q ,  t2) = 
Y(h,  t :) -~Z(tt ,  t2) and Y(tl, t,.):=L:-lim,,~. Y,,(tl, t2). Thus there is a sub- 
sequence (X,,,),,~ ~ s.t. 
n ~ :x 
exp X,, , exp X P-a.s. 
We only have to show that ( ~",,(~. t2)),,,~ is a Cauchy-sequence in L2(~2, ~, P). 
For n > m, 
I If.(( Y . ( t  I , t2 ) -  Ym(t l ,  t2) )  2) = E (~(S), ei)d i=m+l  t t 
((f rl 2 = ~ E (~,(s),e~)d 
i=m+l  t 
~ (qg(s), ei) 2 ds ,0 ,  
i=rn+ I ) 
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since 
i=1  } 
(q~(s), ei)2 ds) = E( I f  ]l¢(s)ll2 ds) <~C" T<~.  
Step 3: For t2- t~ <~ D/18,  (exp(2X,,(h, t : ) ) ) ,~  "..~ u~,=iformly integrable. 
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that we have 
sup,,~ E(exp(3X~(h, t2)))<oo. To prove the latter we remark that by H61der's 
inequality, 
E (exp(3X,, ( h, t2))) 
( (;/ ;/ ) =E exp 3- O,~o(s)dw,(s)-~ IlO,, (s)ll2ds 
xex (,2 I12,,o 
[( E exp 9O,.c~(s) dw,,(s)-~ ; /3  
x E exp 18 , IlO,, ts)ll:dsffj  12' . 
Since the first factor equals one (cf. [3, Theorem 1.1, p. 152]), it remains to show 
that E(exp(18j"t~ ]lw(s)]l 2 ds)) <o~. Applying Jensen's inequality we find that 
exp(18 }'~ tl ,(s)lt = ds) <~ (1/(t2- t,)) Jl~. exp(D]l~(s)]l ~-) ds. In view of condition (2.1) 
the result follows. 
As a direct consequence of the two preceding steps we get 
Step 4: For t2-h<~D/18, exp(X(h, t2)) is in L2(12, M,P) and L,-  
lim,.~:exp(X,~(h, t2))=exp(X(h, t2)). From results of the theory of finite 
dimensional processes we get (cf. [3, Lemma 1.3, p. 155, and the proof of Theorem 
1.1, p. 155]) 
Step 5: For t2- t l~ D/2, E(exp(X,,(t~, t2))l~,,)= 1 P-a.s. 
But conditional expectation is a projection in L:,(8"2, if, P), thus continuous and 
this together with steps 4 and 5 yields the following two results: 
Step 6: For t2-t, D/18 one has E(exp X(t~, t.~)l.~',,)= 1 P-a.s. and especially 
E(exp X(tt, t~)) = I. 
Step 7: For all O~t~<~tz<~ 1", exp(X(h, t2)) is in Lt(.O,.ff, P) and 
E(exp(X(tt, t2))l,~,,) = 1 P-a.s.; moreover, E(exp X) = 1. 
Combining Fatou's Lemma and Steps 1 and 2 yields E(exp(X(tt, t2)))<~ 1. Now 
dividing the interval [h, t,] into subintervals of length ~ D~ 18 (cf. Step 6) one gets 
with the same technique as in [3, p. 155,156], that E(exp(X(t~, t:))l~,~) = 1 P-a.s. 
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The stated Ll-convergence in Lemma 1 now follows by Scheff6's Lemma. 
Moreover: 
]P"'(A)-P(A)I<~ fA lexp X. , -exp XIdP~ Ilexp X. , -  exp Xll, ,0.  D 
Now we can state the first Girsanov-type theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let H be a real separable Hiibert space with norm 1[-t[ and (w( t)),~to, T~ 
a H-valued Wiener process. Assume that the associated nuclear covariance operator 
W has only strictly positive eigenva!ues A~, i e N, and let (e~)~ denote a complete 
orthonormal basis of H consisting of eigenvectors of I~: Consider a 
( w(t) ) ,~to, rl'adap ted process (~o (t)) ,~to, r! which satisfies following condition: 
~ere  exist constants C, D > 0 s.t. for aH t ~ [0, T] 
E(exp(Oll~o( t)]t2)) <~ C < oo. (2.1) 
Define for all t ~ [0, T] 
fo a,(t) = w(t)-  ,,/w ~,(s) ds. (2.2) 
Then (if(t)) t~to.rl is a H-valued Wienerprocess on ( g'l, M, P) with covariance operator 
~; where the probability P is given by 
d~=exp L2-1im O, qr(s) d (a ,O ,w( t ) ) -~  ][~(s)[l 2ds 
Here Q,, denotes the projection onto the closed subspace of H spanned by el, . . . .  e,, 
and A,, is the matrix given by (A,)~.j=(I/~/~)6~ a, i, 1= 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Proof. Obviously ff(O)=O and ff has continuous ample paths/~-a.s. We prove 
that ff under t 5 induces the same distribution on 
(H [°'Tj, ® ~(H))  
tc{O,T] 
as w under the law P. Here ~ H) means the Borel-(r-Algebra in H. We show that 
for 0 ~< tl < t2 < .... < tk <- 7 
Po (if(t1), . . . .  ~,(t:)) = Potw(h),... ,  w(tk)). 
in view of lim,,~.~ l[O,,x-xlt =0 we only have to prove: For all n~N and all Borel 
sets A1,. • •, Ak of ~", 
P( Q,,v~(tl) c At . . . . .  Q,,~( t~ ) c Ak) = P( Qnw( t~) e A1, . . . , Qnw( tk) C Ak). 
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Applying Lemma 1 and the finite dimensional Girsanov-Theorem (cf. [3, Theorem 
7.2.1]) we can write the left-hand side of this equality as (assume m'~ > n) 
lim /3,,,,(Q,,ff(4) ~A, . . . .  , Q,,ff(tk) ~ Ak) 
= l im fim,(A..,O~,ff(t,)e A~,(tt~"'-" xA, ) ,  . . . . .  /im,O,n,W(tk) 
c A,,,,(I~"'-" x AI,)) 
lim P,,,(A,,,O,,,w(t,)c A,,,(R"-~ xA~) . . . . . .  l,,,O,,,w(tk) 
e A,,,.(I~" -" x Ak)) 
= l im P,,.(O,,w(4)cAi . . . . .  O,,w(tk)~Ak). 
f t l  ~ 
But this is cqual to the right-hand side, which finishes the proof of Theorem 1. [] 
Remark. Our result in Theorem 1 corresponds to the one obtained by Ouvrard in 
[7, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6]. (Ouvrard's assu_mption is stronger than our assumption 
(2. I ), namely he requires that D 2 > 3 + 2~/2.) In comparing the results one should 
remark that our process ,~ is related to the one ¢0, discussed by Ouvrard, through 
=,~' W~.  
We now want to use Theorem 1 to get results about the absolute continuity of 
measurcs in ((7([0, T], H), ~) induced by solutions of H-valued stochastic differen- 
tial equations (SDE) with different drift terms (for the finite-dimensional case cf. 
c.g. [3, p. 166-169]). By CI[0, T], H) we mean the Banach space of continuous 
functioo,~ f : [0, T]--, H, which is equipped with the sup-norm. By ~ we denote the 
associated Borel-o--Algebra. Infinite-dimensional SDE's are understood in the sense 
of [4, p. 143ff.], i.e. solutions of SDE's are the solutions of the corresponding 
integral equations. H-valued stochastic integrals are constructed ill tWO steps. First, 
the driving Wiener process w(t) is expanded in its (¢)~ ~-coordinates and then the 
stocha,,tic integral of a H-valued integrand and a real stochastic differential is 
constructed as usually by approximations with step functions (for details see [4, 
Definition 5.25 and Lemma 5.26, p. 136]; for a more general approach to H-valued 
stochastic integrals ee e.g. Kunita [13]). 
Wc only deal with evolution equations which have a unique strong solution (cf. 
[4, Definition 5.30]). Sufficient conditions for this in terms of the operators appearing 
in the SDE can be found e.g. in [4, Theorem 5.35]. We introduce the space 
t; Y't It)) = / q~ :[0, t]--, ~ (H)I 4~ is measurable w.r.t. (.~e(H), I1' II . , , . , i  
t 
and ds < 
I 
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where (~(H) ,  II" I[~u~) is the Banach space of linear bounded operators in H. We 
can now formulate a Girsanov theorem for infinite dimensional SDE's. 
Theorem 2. Using the same notations as in Theorem 1 let A and 7t be infinitesimal 
generators of strongly continuous emigroups in H s.t. the domain of A is contained 
in the domain of ~t. Let D~ ~2(0, T; &e(H)) and z(t), i,(t) solutions of 
resp. 
dz(t) =Az(t)  dt+D(t) dw(t), z(O)=zo~ H, (2.3) 
dzT(t) =AzT(t) dt+D(t) dw(t), zT(0) = zo. (2.4) 
Suppose that there exists a process ¢ : [0, T] x 12 ~ H s.t. ~p fulfills condition (2.1) and 
D(t)4W~p(t) =,,~z(t)-Az(t)  forallt~ [0, T] P-a.s. (25) 
Then (Z(t)),tO, rl and (~.(t)),~to.r ~ induce equivalent measures ~ and t~ in 
(C([0, T], H), ~)  and the Radon-Nikodym-deriL'ative is given by 
d/'T" (( :'(t,. to)) ,~to rl) = exp(L : , - l im.  \ "~ ,  f rO,~p(t, to)d(a,Onw(t,o~)) 
I ) ! 2dt : l ,P(t,  , , ,) l l  • 
Proof. For if(s):--- w(s)-I~"~.,/--Wq~(u)du, 0<~s<~t~ < T, we have in view of (2.5) 
f, f I, f/ D(s) dff(s)= D(s) dw(s)+ Azts )ds -  Az(s) ds. ) 1 ) ) 
Hence z(t) solves the SDE 
dz( t )=Az( t )  dt+D(t) d~,(t), z(0) = zo. 
According to Theorem 1 therefore z(t) and z.7(t) are solutions of the same SDE, 
but with different underlying Brownian motions, i.e. probability measures P resp. 
/3, where dP/dP is explicitly given in Theorem 1. Because of a general transformatior 
rule for absolutely continuous measures the result follows. [] 
Corollary 1. Iet A be an in]initesim.~! generator of a strongly continuous serdgroup 
in H and let z(t) satisfy 
dz( t )=Az( t )d t+dw(t ) ,  z(O)=zo. 
Suppose that there exist two positir'e constants C, D s.t. 
E exp D (Az(t.),e~)  ~("  foral lte[O,T]. (2.6) 
i ! 
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Then (z(t)),to.r I and (w(t)+ zo),,:to.-r] induce equivalent measures v 
(C([0, T], H), ~) and 
dv 
dp,o 
=exp(~ 1 I f  
- i=1  "~/ ) 
1 
+Lz-lim ~. 
n ~.x', i=1 
(Az(t, ~), ei) 2 dt 
I f  (az(t,  ~o), ei)d((w(t, o~), ei))) 
and I~,, in 
 ,Xl I, T (Az(t, ~o), ei) 2 dt =exp -~, = ~ , 
+L-,-lim ~ 11r  ) ( Az( t, ~o ), ei) d((z(t, w), ei)) 
- n~'x ;  i=1 ~/  ) 
(2.7) 
Proof. We deal here with the special case D(t)= identity operator (on H) for all 
t~[(}, T] and fi~ =0. Moreover, notice that (2.6) is equivalent to (2.1) and (2.5) 
and that 
d#:,,- \ dv ] [] 
3. Parameter estimation of the drift of an infinite-dimensional stochastic differential 
equation 
In this section we consider the statistical estimation problem of identifying the 
drift term in a H-valued SDE. More precisely we study equations of the type 
dz( t )=A(O)z( t )dt+dw(t ) ,  z(O)=zo~H; (3.1) 
where 0 belongs to a parameter set 6), an interval contained in R. For every 0 c: (9, 
A(0) is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous emigroup in H s.t. for 
(3.1) a unique strong solution exists. The problem consists of estimating the 
{unknown) parameter 0 via a given trajectory of the z(0-process. To make explicit 
calculations possible we assume that A(O)= OA with a known operator A. Let us 
first assume that condition (2.6) of Corollary 1 is fulfilled. We then have 
dr, - - ( ( z ( t .  o~)),~l,, -rI) dp:. 
=exp -~0 2 5" 1 ~ ,:,l A~ , (Azlt'w)'e')~ dt 
+0 L~-I im('~ 1 f '  ) )  "',-~ \~. l~  , (Az(t,w),ei)d((z(t ,w),e,))  , 
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where Vo is the measure in (C([0, T] ,H),  ~)  induced by the solution z(t )= Zo(t) 
of (3.1) and #~,, corresponds to ( w(t) + Zo) ,~to ri. The maximum-likelihood estimate 
07- is given by 
Or(oJ) L2" l im"~~t(1 /h j )~T  (az ( t ' t ° ) 'e3d( (z ( t '~) 'e3)  (3.2) 
= ~,%, (1/Ai)  ~o r (Az(t ,  to), e,) 2 dt ' 
if the denominator is greater than zero. In the sequel we investigate the asymptotic 
pro~rties of 0T as T-,, c~. We first establish the strong consistency of the estimator, 
i.e. ~3r converges to 0 P-a.s. as / '~co. In the following we do not suppose that 
condition (2.6) is satisfied. 
Before proving the consistency we give a iemma which is a generalization of [2, 
Theorem i.7, p. 402]. 
Lemma 2. Let ( G,( t)),~to,~, i ~ [~, be a family of nonanticipating ( w.r.t. ( w( t)),~i().. ,) 
real-valued stochastic processes on (0, sO, P) s.t. 
and 
there exists an no c ~1 s. L 
r/° jr/" 
Gi(t) 2 dt=oo P-a.s. (3.3) 
i---I 
Gi(t)2dt <~ fora l lL~(O,~) .  (3.4) 
) 
Define the stopping times r~; T c [0, ~), by 
• r (o J )  := 
inf u~[0,oo): Y. 
/'--1 ) 
(+cw if{ .... }=0. 
G~( t) 2 dt > 
Then f,,(T):=_i=, (1/~/~) j'(, Gi(t) d((w(t),ei)) convergesinLz(J2. M,P) asn ~. 
The limit (f( T))r~i,.., ) is a standard Wiener process. 
Proof, Define for all n c f'~, T~. [,~, oo) stopping times 
f( } 
inf ue[0, cc): ~ G~(t,o.,)Zdt> T , 
r , : , , (o J )  := ~:" ) 
+oo if' "'~=0. 
Notice that in view of (3.3) z~r and 7T.,, are finite P-a.s. for all n~ no, T~[0.~) .  
Obviously we have that rT,,+,cN~'r. We write rti(t):=(l/~/--~,)(w(t),ei), i6M, i.e. 
~,(t) are mutually independent standard Wiener processes. We then define for 
T 6 [0, ~), n ~> no, 
i=1 J ( )  
Gi(t) dTqi(t). 
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According to [2, Theorem 1.7, p. 402], (k,, (T)) r~t0.~) are standard Wiener processes. 
We have that / , (T ) -k , , (T )  converges to zero in the L2-sense as n--, c~, since 
]) E( (k" (T ) - f " (T ) )2 )=,=I  ~ E , , . ) .~  G,(t) drh(t) 
,,:)a,) 
The assertion follows by dominated convergence because 
We now prove that (/,,(T)).:~ is a Cauchy-sequence in L2(II, ~.  P) whose limit 
we denote by f(T).  For n > m we have 
( ; , )  E( ( f . (T ) - fm(T) ) " )= Y. E G,(t)2dt 
i=m+!  ) 
<~ E Gi(t) 2 dt , O, 
i=m+l  
since EL,  E(jg, Gi(t): dt)= E(T)= T<~.  
Summarizing we get for all TE [0, oOL2-1im,,_,~, k,,(T) =/ (T) .  In particular the 
finite-dimeasional distributions of (k,(T))-r~[o:,~ converge in law to those of the 
process (f( T))r~lo.~,~. But the finite-dimensional distributions of (k,(T))r~[o.~) do 
not depend on n. So the result follows. [] 
Theorem 3 (Strict consistency of Or). Let z(t)= zo(t) be the solution of following 
SDE: 
dz(t )= OAz( t) dt + dw( t). 
B'e suppose that 
v -  
J= l  ~1 it 
and 
hold. 
(Az(t),  e;) 2 dt = oo 
E x. 1 J (Az(t l ,  e,)2 dt 
, - ,Z  , 
z(O) = z,,, t E [0, oe). 
P-a.s. for some n. E (3.5) 
<oc foral lLc(O,~,)  (3.6) 
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Then the estimator 
OT(oJ)- Lz-lim,,_,~ Y~"=j ,(1/A~) J,~ (Az(t, w), e,)d((z(t, to), e3) 
Y~=~ (1/A~) J0 T (Az(t, o), e,) 2 dt 
is strictly consistent, i.e. limT-,~ 07" = 0 P-a.s. 
Proof. First notice that in view of (3.5) 0T is well-defined P-a.s. at least for T 
sufficiently large. 
Because of d((z(t), e~)) = O(Az(t), ei) dt+d((w(t), e3) we can write 
OT-~. 0 4 
Lz-lim._.o~ Y.i~=l (l/A,) [.o r (Az( t ) ,  e,) d((w(t), e~)) 
=: O+g(T). 
Xi~=; (l/A/) ~,r (Az( t), ei); dt 
Introducing the stopping times 
inf ueR+: ~ (Az(t,~o),e,)2dt> T 
:=  ,=,  , 
I.+oo if{.-.}=0, 
T~ [0, oo), we get by applying Lemma 2 (Gi(t) --- (1/~/~)(Az(t), el)) and the strong 
law of large numbers for the Wiener process that lim T~o~, g(~'T(tO), tO) = 0 for P-a.a. 
we ,O. According to assumption (3.6) we have ~'.r(ro)l'T~lo.~,-'l-~ P-a.s.; moreover 
(g(T, w)) r~fo,o~) and (g(zT(~o), oJ))T~[O.~,~ describe the same trajectories (travelled 
through with a different speed) for P-a.a. o~ ~ ~. Hence also i imT~,g(T)=0 
P-a.s. [] 
To clarify the meaning of the assumption (3.5) and (3.6) we give two examples 
of operators A which fulfill these conditions. 
Example 1. Let the e,, i ~ 1~, be eigenvectors of A with corresponding eigenvalues 
/3,, i c N. If A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and sup~ (1/A~)E((zo, ei) 2) < oo, then 
(3.6) holds. If A ~ 0 then (3.5) holds. 
Proof. For convenience we a~sume zo = 0 and /3i ~ 0 for all i c ~. Since (Ax, e,) = 
(x, Aei) = fl~(x, e~) for all x e/-'. i c ~ we have 
(~  1 IZ(Az(t) ,  e,) 2dt)  ~ fief, L = E( (z ( t ) ,  ei) 2) at. E 
'=  I i~ l  
Moreover, it is easily seen that 
(z(t), ei) = exp(fliO(t-s)) d((w(s), el)), 
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which implies that 
E ( ( z( t), ei) 2) = ~ ( exp( 2fliOt ) - 1). 
Therefore 
E ~1~ (Az(t)'ei)2dt =--~i~, (exp(2fliOL)-2fliOL-1)" 
But the last term is less than infinity !f and only if Y~=I fiE < oo, i.e. A is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator. It is also easily seen that (3.5) holds if and only if there is an 
eigenvalue ~ # 0 (cf. [1, equations (17.44) and (17.57)]). [] 
Example 2. Here we construct a bounded operator A which satisfies (3.5), (3.6) 
and is not Hilbert-Schmidt. We fix a subsequence k :1~-->[~, i < k(i) < k(i+ 1) for 
all iel~l such that A:=ET=I (AktiJ/Ai)'~O0 and define Ax-  ~ ~i=l (x, ek(i))ei for all 
x c H. By a simple' computation we get (cf. Lemma 4) 
1 '~ ft  °'t E((Az(t), ei) 2) =Oj l Aj , (exp(sA)Aej, ei) 2 ds 
1 ~ Aj ~.l~.~j,k"*l(i) ~j, kl*l(i)ds 
0 n=(I l= )j=l t 
1 o., s2,, ds_<Ak(~. 4 exp(s2) ds 
=-  '~k°*~"~ " (n ! ) :  - - - - f f -  
<~ Ak~,) • t- exp(02t2). 
We therefore have 
(~y. 1 f L ) f L (Az(t),e~)2dt <~A" texp(O2t2)dt<oo, 
i.e. (3.6). To verify (3.5) we prove that 
( ( I  )) lira E exp - (Az(1),e~)2dt =0 foral l ieN. (+) 
Applying Jensen's inequality to the uniform distribution on [0, T] we get 
E(exp(- fT(Az(t),ei)2 dt)) ~ E( l  forexp(-T(Az(t), e,)2) dt ) 
~-  E(exp(-l(Az(t), e~) 2) dL T , 
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For an arbitrary zero-mean Gaussian random variable 71 we have E(exp(-rt2)) = 
(2E(~Z)+l) -~/2. Thus the right-hand side of the above inequality equals 
(1/T) ~ (2tE((Az(t), ei} 2) + 1) -I/2 dt. Because of E((Az(t),  el) 2) >t Ak~i) " t (cf. the 
verification of (3.6)), (+) will follow. 
Next we establish the asymptotic normality of the estimator 0r. The proof of the 
following lemma (a central imit theorem for stochastic integrals) is based on the 
ideas of Yu. A. Kutoyants [14], see also [2, p. 405]. 
Lemma 3. Let the family (Gi(t))t~m,~), i c~, of nonanticipating processes fulfill 
conditions (3.3) and (3.4) of Lemma 2. Moreover, we assume that 
- -  Gi(t) 2 dt 
T i= l  
converges in probability to a positive coastant c. 
Then 
~----L,-lim ~ 1 for T " ,~ ,  ,=~ ~ G~(t) d((w(t), e~)) 
converges weakly to the normal aw N(O, c) with mean zero and variance cas T--) oo. 
Proof. For T > 0 let T* = T(1 + 2c) and define for all i ~ N processes 
if t c [0, T] u ( T*, ~), 
if t c ( T, T*], 
G*(t)= {Gl i(t) 
and stopping times 
rr, c(W) = inf{ u 
= inf{ u 
~l~+: G*(t,~o)Zdt>c • T 
i= l  
i=, , ~-~-Gi(t,~) T . 
Notice that j,~* G*(t) 2 dt >~ * 1 dt > c. T, hence rT;,. <~ T* for all T > 0. According 
to Lemma 2, 
f,(T):=Lz-lim i =l (~':'-~G*(t)d((w(t),ei)) 
is distributed as N(0,  T). Therefore 
g~(T):= l----~TL2-]im~£''~G*(t)d((w(t),e~)) 
n*oC i= l  ) 
is distributed as ,V(0, c). 
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Introduce 
1 1 I f  Gi(t)d((w(t),e,)), T>0.  h(  T )=-~L: - l im.~i=,  ~ ~ , 
It remains to prove that h (T ) -  g¢(T)- - -*  0 in probability. For arbitrary positive 
reals 3 and a we can write 
P ( Ih (T ) -  go(T)] > 6) 
P(~lL°-'im ( ~ ~(I,' = . G , ( t )  d((w(t), e,)) 
n~oc;  i=1  ) 
-I,? 
(~'  ~.-,,m ~ -~lIT* I )  = P (llo ~r~(0- 11,, ~.~ l(t))G*(t/d((w(t) ,  e3) > ~ - 4., . . . . .  ' 
4o~ (1  
<---~+ lim inf P 
, I  T. , ( lt, , ,r l(t)- llo,T,,l(t))G*(t~ d((w(t), e,)) 
,I -'I ) 
~ ,, Ilt'}"'l(t)-lt"'~':"'(tllG*(t)2dt>~a 
i= l  
l'" If' c - -  v - -  G . ( t )  2dt -c  
- T iT,  Ai o 
Similarly we get 
1 v 1 r 
. . . .  G , ( t )Z  dt  Ai'/ ')~{T.L,> 1"}~ c "I',---.t A, o "~ } ~'-a-,.>T}. 
4. ) 
-<:--~S+ ~, - -  [llo, r l ( t ) - l t , , . T r ,  l ( t ) [G* ( t )2dt~a , 
i=l Ai 
where we have applied an n-dimensional version of [3, Theorem 2.6, p. 63]. We 
therefore have to prove that the probability of the event 
A(T):= - -  I l t . . r l ( t ) - l t , , , , , . l ( t ) lG* ( t )2dt>~a 
i L} [ i  } 
converges to zero as 7"4 or. In view of the delinition of G* and r l.,. we get 
/ x" 1 ~ = - -  G , ( t )2dt -c~, , t r  c~{r t : .~T} A(/ ' )~{r l : , .~ T} ,':'-, a, ,, 
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Combining we have 
ACT) c_ 
i~ l  p 
and by the assumption of the lemma limr_,~ P(A(T) )  = 0 follows. [] 
~rem 4 (Asymptotic normality of 0r). Let z( t )= zo(t) fulfill conditions (3.5) 
and (3.6) of Theorem 3. Moreover, assume that 
• 1 + IIqr 
lnm -~ ~ (Az(t) ,  e~) 2dt = c {3.7) 
T- ,o f  J l  J= l  "~j J 
in probability, where c is a positive constant. Then the estimator Or is asymptotically 
normal, i.e. ,,/-T(0r- 0) converges in law to, X(O,  l / c ) as T-., o~. 
Proof. We have (cf. the proof of Theorem 3) 
n 
(l/~/T)L2-1im,,_.~. . (l/A,) ~7o" (Az(t),  e,) d((w(t), e,>) 
i= l  
0)= oc 
(I/T) Y. {I/A,) I,~ (Az(t), e,) 2 dt 
i=l  
By assumption the denominator converges to c in probability, and according to 
Lemma 3 the numerator converges weakly to .At(0, c). So the result follows by a 
standard result of weak convergence (cf. [15, Corollary 8.6.6]). [] 
in the rest of this section we discuss assumption (3.7) of Theorem 4 and give 
sufficient conditions for it to be fulfilled. Recognize that (3.7) determines the ergodic 
limit hehaviour of the process ~i=~ (l/A~)(Az(t), e+) 2. First we characterize the 
distribution of z(t), te[0, oo), the (strong) solution of the SDE dz(t)= 
Az(t) dt+dw(t) ,  z(O) = zo, where zo is a Gaussi~,n random element in H (cf. [16]) 
independent of tr(w(s): s ~ [0, oo)), the tr-algebr:, generated by the Wiener process 
appearing in the SDE. Let (T,),.~to.~, J be the strongly continuous semigroup corres- 
ponding to the infinitesimal generator A. E~')  for a Hilbert space- or Banacb 
space-valued random element x on (.Q, M, P) denotes the expectation w.r.t. P (the 
integral being of course understood in Bochner's ense). Moreover, we introduce 
for y, z~ H the operator y~ ='~_ ~(H)  which is defined by (y o z)(h)= y(z, h) for 
all h c/4. 
Lemma 4. For all t ~ [0, ~), z ( t )  is a Gaussian random element s.t. 
E(z(t))  = ZE(zo) 
and 
I/ Elz( t )  o zlt) i=E((T,z, ,)o(Ttzo)l+ T,,WT*,,du. 
) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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Prooi, We have z(t) = T,z.+~, T,_, dw(s) with independent terms of the sum. z(t) 
is Gaussian since both T, zo and j~ T,_, dw(s) are Gaussian. The fact that a stochastic 
integral with a (deterministic, linear) integrand is always Gaussian follows directly 
from the construction of H-valued stochastic integrals (cf. e.g. [4, p. 136, 137]). 
Formulas (3.8) and (3.9) are immediate consequences of [4, Lemma 5.37]. [] 
Henceforth we only study exponentially stable semigroups (T,),~0, i.e. we assume 
that there exist constants M I> 1 and A > 0 s.t. 
II T, I I . , . ,  <~ M e --At for all t~ [0, ~). (3.10) 
For a discussion of stability of a semigroup determined by the generator see e.g. 
Siemrod [17]. By (L~(H), I1"1t,) we denote the Banach space of all trace class 
operators equipped with the trace class norm I1" II,, cf. [16, p. 9ff.]. Define 
Yf := { S c ~1 (H): S is nonnegative definite and self-adjoint} 
and for x E/4, S ~ ~ let N(x, S) be the Gaussian measure with mean x and covariance 
operator S. Now we can formulate 
Lemma 5. (a) S, :=Jo ~ T,,WT* du exists in ~, (H)  and ~o 1,'WF,; * du converges to 
S, it, ( f , (  HI, II- tl,) as  t - ,  ~.  
(b) Let 3. be a random element in 14, distributed as .x°(0, S.¢,) and independent of 
,r(w(s): s c [0, ce)). 
Then the process ~.(t)= Ttz.+ j[~ Tr ~ d~'($) is a (s?rictly stationary) ergodic and 
Markovian process. 
ProoL Applying [16, Theorem 1.6] we get 
li!, ' • II f T,, l~T,,du <~. ]lT,,WT~ll,du<~ 1 dr  t 
Thus (a) follows. 
M: .  II Wli, f ~ 
II T.II ~(t , , ,  II Wll, II T~II ~-.,., du 
e 2~,, du =(2a )-' MeII Wll, e-2,,. 
For t c [0. :,c). z,, = const, c H and B ~ ~(H)  --- Bore': sets in H define the transition 
probabilities 
P,( z,,, B) =.'~" Ez,,, ( llz,,) o ( r, zo) + "" * T,,I~'F,, du (B). 
) 
According t,, Lemma 4, P, (z . , . )  describes the distribution of z( t, z,) = 
l;z,,+J[, I~ ,  dw(s),  i.e. the solution t~f the SDE 
dz( t l=Az l t )d t+dw(t ) ,  z((I) = z.. 
In particular one has that (P,),,,,:,, is a Markov semigroup (cf. [18, Theorem 4.1]). 
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Applying again Lemma 4 it is easily checked that the distribution of 2(t) equals 
N(0, S~) for all t e [0, m). Since 
IIz(t, Zo)- ~(t)ll = II r , ( zo -  ~o)11 <- MII z, , -  :roll e% 
we have, for all e>0,  l im,_.~P(llz(t, Zo)-~(t)ll> e)=0, i.e. z(t, zo) and zT(t) are 
stochastically equivalent, implying that (for all Zo~ H)  Pt(zo, ')  converges weakly 
to X(0, S~) as t-> m. This means that N(0, S~) is the only inva:'iant distribution 
w.r.t, the Markov semigroup (P,),~[o.o~). By an easy adaptation of the proof in the 
discrete-time case (see e.g. [19, p. 52]) one can deduce the ergodicity of 
(zT(t)),,~t(),oo). [] 
A simple calculation yields 
Lemma 6. Let f and g be nonnegative Borel-measurable (real-valued) functions 
defined on [0, oe) s.t. 
(i) i imsupr~,  (1/T) ~(~ f(t) dt < ec, and [ 
(it) g is bounded and lim r ~,- g(T) = 0. 
Then 
lim -~ g(t)f(t)  dt =0. 
-1 "~, -  l 
Let, for 0>0,  z(h z., O) be the solution of the SDE dz( t )= OAz( t )d t+dw(t ) .  
z(0)= zo=const, e H, tel0,  oc), where A is an infinitesimal generator with C,,- 
semigroup (T,)Mo.~ ~. By S,~ denote 5i] T,,WT* du and S~(O)=( I /0 )S~;  D(A)  is 
the domain of A. 
,J2 
Lemma 7. Assume all e,, i ~ N, are eigenvectors of A and ~i= ~ ( l / A,)(Azo, e,)" < oc. 
(1) O 
,S'(O, S,~.(O))(D(A))= 1 and 
c~(O) := ~;2 --1 {Ax.,e,)'..." ~,'(O.S~(O))(dx)<'m, 
i=1 Ai u 
then 
1 v 1 
-- --  {Az(t, zt,, O),e,)e dt convergestocl(O) P-a.s. as T- ,oc.  
T igl ;ti ) 
(2) g 
e,c: D(A*)  foralli~=N and 
ce(O) := -- (x,/Ve,)-.,.~q O,S,=(O))(dXr) <" oC, 
t i  / t  
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then 
I 
T 
1I" - -  (Az (  t, zo, 0), ei) 2 dt 
i Ai ) 
converges to c2(0) P-a.s. as T---> oo. 
Proof. First notice that D(A)={x~H: l imhw( l /h ) (Thx-x )  exists}e ~(H) .  
Define ~(t, 0):= To,2o(0)+ I~, T~,,_~ d w(s) with starting variable Zo(0) which is dis- 
tributed as X(0,  S~(0)) and independent of ~( w(s): s ~ [0, ~)) .  Obviously S~(0) = 
j,~ To, WT*  du. According to Lemma 5 (2(t, 0))~,to.~ is an ergodic process. Hence 
also for any Borel-measurable function ~p:H -~ R, (~¢( 2( t, 0))),~m.~.~ is ergodic. Thus 
in the ca,,e E (!'~( zT(0, 0) )l) < cv we can apply the (time-continuous) ergodic theorem: 
1 f f  I~ lim -~ ~p( i ( t .O) )d t=E(¢(2(O,O) ) )  
l-,~c ) 
When we choose 
P-a.s. 
j ,~, (Ax,  ei) 2 
~,(x) := ~ .... 
i0  
if x ¢ D(A) ,  
if x c H \D(A) ,  
resp. ¢2(x):=,..,.~ ( l /a , ) (x ,A  e,)-, xcH,  we have in case 1, resp. 2, 
1 1 f - r  
lira - -  - -  j~ (AY.(t, o), e;) 2 dt = c~(O) P-a.s., 
r .~ T i ,It, j 
resp. 
lim 1 ,+. 1 
r-~ T i--1"" ai 
( S{ t. 0), A* e,) 2 d t= c2(0) 
(3.11) 
Applying H6ider's inequality we get 
I £ £ t 1 v 1 7 1 " 1 7 - -  ~ - -  (Az ( t .  z,,, 0), e,) '~ dr - - -  V - -  (A£ '  t. 0), e,) 2 dt T , - la ,  , T i%Ai  ) " 
,'( 
i 1 
I 
~(A(z ( t .  z,,. o ) -  5(t, o)), e,) 
>) 1 • (A(  z( t..z~,, O) + S( t, 0) t ,  e, dt  
":; ~: , , ~ -~(A(z ( t ,  zo, 0 ) -  ~(t ,  0)), e,) 2 
( .,) I/2 z(t. z,,, 0)+ 5(t. 0)). e~Y dr, 
P-a.s. (3,12) 
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resp. (in case 2) 
11 f, z~ ~lI,'r (~("O)'A*ei)edt I ~// (Az(t, Zo, 0), ei) 2 dt - -~ ,=,
i= l  ~ . ) 
-'= , i~=,-~i (z(t'z°'O)-~'(t'O)'A*ei) 
• <z(,, zo, 0)+ z~(t, o),a*ei)) dr] 
l l r (~  ~ )!/2 
<~ -- (z(t, zo, O) - i.(t, 0), A*e~) 2
T ) i=! 
* .,\ I/2 
.(~= -~(z(t, zo, O)+Y.(t,O),A e,)-) at. 
In view of (3.11), (3.12) and Lemma 6 it remains to prove: 
resp. 
,-.~,,lim ,=1 ~ ~i (A(z(t'z'' 'O)-~'(t'O))'ei)2=O' e-a.s. 
lim ~ ~(z(t, zo, O)-Y(t,O),A*ei)2=O P-a.s. 
t~ ,x~ i=1 
' imsup l - - f~7(~iA(z ( t ' z " 'O)+£( t 'O) ) 'e ' )2 )  T , ,=, 
and 
dt<oc P-a.s. 
resp. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
E T,,,x. [ITo ll ,., • ei )-  ~ ' ~ " X, e i >- 
i..-i ~ i  ~.=! 
Since 6, i c N, are eigenvectcors of A, hence also of T0, we easily get, for all x ~ H. 
l('Fo,A(z,,-~o(O)),e~)2 resp. (To,(z,,-£o(O)),A*ei) 2. 
i=I ~ki I= l  
l imsupl i r (~  ~ )~/2 -rZ~ T , , i .(z(t'z°'O)+Y'(t'O)'A*ei>2 dt<o¢ P-a.s. 
(3.16) 
We have z(t, zo, O) = To,zo+~[, T,,, ~ dw(s) z~nd because To, and A commute on 
D(A) the terms in (3.13) rest;. (3.14) equal 
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resp. 
A!. ~ 1.x, (To,x,A*e,)~llTo, ll~,,, • Y. ~(  A'e,) 2. 
i=1  ' i=1  
Furthermore, in view of the simple inequality 
(x + y, e~) 2<~ 2((x, e f  +(y, e~)2), x, y e H, 
we have 
resp. 
~(A(z,,-z.o(O)),e~)Z<-2 • ~ ~(Azo, e~)2+2" ~~(A2o(O),e,) 2 
i= l  i=1  i= i  
But 
and 
By assumption of the lemma the r.h.s.-terms are finite P-a.s. Thus (3.!3) and (3.14) 
will follow by the exponential stability of (Tot)tcto.~). Finally, we verify (3.15) and 
(3.16). Because of HSIder's inequality, (3.11), (3.12) and (3.17) it remains to show 
that 
resp. 
limsup-~.. , : (Az(t,z,~,0),e~)Zdt<~ P-a.s. (3.18) 
(z(t, z,,, 0), A*ei)2dt<oo P-a.s. (3.19) lim  py , = 
~. Az( t ,  zo, 0), e,;) 2 
t= l  
<~2 ~ (A(z(t,z, ,OI- , f(t ,O)),  e~)-+2. 3,2 Az(t, 0), ei) 2 
i=1  
~- ~i(z(t, z,,, 0), A*ei} z 
i= l  " 
~ 2 ~'j z(t, z,,. O)- zT(t. 0), A'e,)2+ 2 • t, 0), A*e~) 2. 
i= l  
According to relations (3. I I }, (3,12), (3.13) and (3.14) the proof is finished. [] 
(3.17) 
"9 l (z , , -2, , (O) ,A e,)-<~2. ~ (Azo, ei)2+2 . ~ (~.o(O),A*e,) 2.
i~t Ai i=l  i= l  
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